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choose the French to
English translation. 2. Click
the word you wish to hear to

play it. 3. Double click a
word to make the program
pronounce it, or to see it in
the dictionary window. 4.

Copy the English translation
of the selected word to the

clipboard. 5. Paste the
translation into a document
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for easy printing. 6. Repeat
the process with other

words by clicking the right
button on the mouse. 7.

Click the menu button again
to exit. 8. Use the button
'Stop/Pause' to pause the

play. 9. Use the button 'Go
to' to skip a word and hear
the next one. 10. Use the

buttons 'Next' and 'Previous'
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to select your position in the
play. 11. Use the button
'Resume' to start playing
from the beginning. The
program is designed in a

way that you can
simultaneously see the

original text, translation of
the selected phrase and
dictionary entry for the

word selected. Therefore
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you don't need to have a
dictionary and spend your
time looking up the new
word as you already have
the full description of the
French word by simply

clicking on it. Furthermore,
you will also have the

liberty to hide the
translation if you prefer to
read and just listen to the
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phrases. This user-friendly
software allows you to

manage the program with
just one click because the
interface of the program is

very simple and the
navigation tools are very
comfortable. You won't

waste your time on passing
through different windows
and making useless clicks!
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You may practice your
French whenever you want:
at any time, any day. You
may stop at any time and
make the program repeat

the text. The program
allows you to extract audio

recordings and convert them
into MP3 format, which you
can use on your MP3 player
for continuous learning in
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your car, at home, or at
work. You can learn ready-
to-use phrases rather than
separate words. Also you

can listen to a word, a
phrase or a whole text as

many times as you need to
understand or to remember
it. Each French word and
phrase has a description,

translation and
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pronunciation that allows
you to understand the

different nuance of the
language. It also includes

full English translation and
native speaker

pronunciation. So learning
French language with our

Easy-to-Learn French
course gives you the
possibility to practice
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essential communicative
phrases in reading, listening

and repeating after the
speaker French Phrases
Description: 1. Use the

menu
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Make the most of your
microsoft windows
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keyboard by converting all
the keys into Macros.

KEYMACRO... 3 free
programs Extractor 1.1 A

program that enables you to
extract sound files from any
video and audio format with
one click. This program is

perfect to extract any sound
files you need from video

and audio formats.
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Extractor is easy to use,
with a very simple interface,

and supports many sound
formats. MACRO Recorder

1.1 With MACRO
Recorder you can record the

text on the screen with
mouse click,double click,or
hotkey. When you press the

hotkey,the system
automatically records the
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text. And with one click you
can save it in image

file,HTML file,or text file.
1 free programs
SoundReplay 1.1

SoundReplay allows you to
copy and paste the audio
file back to it's original

location. The audio file can
be copied and pasted to any

audio software,media
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player,CD-ROM,etc. The
recorded audio file can be
played in both Windows

Media Player or Windows
Media Player Classic. 2 free

programs WordDetection
1.1 With WordDetection
you can find the matching
text from any PDF file or
image file. Its very easy to
use. Simply drag and drop
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the PDF file or image file
into the program window. A

dialog box will be shown
with the text matching. 10

free programs File
Reminder 1.0 This is a

simple file reminder utility.
If you are forgetful of
saving your files, this

program will remind you
every time you save a file. It
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will go through the whole
file when you save it. When
you are saving your files it
will ask you if you want to

save the file. And each time
you save the file, it will ask
you if you want to save the
file again. Task Manager
1.0 Startup Manager is a

simple yet powerful
Windows Task Manager
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that will help you manage
your Startup programs. You

can set any program to
startup when Windows
starts up. Also you can

easily hide your unwanted
Startup programs or rename
your Startup programs. You
can add your favorite Start-

up programs, Shutdown
programs, and other tasks to
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startup programs by simply
dragging them from the
Startup Manager to the
Startup Manager. 4 free

programs File Compressor
1.1 File Compressor is a
software for compressing

and decompressing. It
77a5ca646e
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You will get a simple and
clear interface that is very
easy to use, and you will be
able to learn French quickly
and easily. The program is
composed of a main screen
and a detailed screen where
you will be able to find the
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explanations for the selected
words, exercises in
listening, repetition, and you
will be able to play the
audio file or to convert it
into mp3 format. The
program offers you the
option to save the phrase
you have learned so you can
play it at any time. In this
course you will learn to
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speak the French language
like a native speaker! Take
your first steps in French
speaking and learning the
basics of the French
language. The program
includes: • Audio lessons in
this interactive learning
French course that you can
repeat at any time, at any
place • Tutorials in a
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window • Audio files in
mp3 format • A complete
dictionary containing the
most used words in French •
A table of contents to
navigate the program • A
list of exercises for the first
level of the French language
• A vocabulary of the most
important words in the
French language • Native
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speaker pronunciation •
Ability to play, copy and
paste the audio and text •
Ability to review the text
Here are the topics you will
learn with this program: •
To learn and memorize the
French language vocabulary
• To be able to read, write
and speak the French
language • To use the
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French language in daily
conversation and in business
• To be able to use grammar
and structure of the French
language • To have a good
command of the French
language Because the
program is structured in a
way that you can easily
learn and keep the French
language in the long run, it
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is very easy to use and
navigate. Program Features
- Learn French in a fun and
relaxing manner. - Listen to
the audio lessons and
exercises included in the
program - Copy and paste
the audio and text as many
times as needed. - Learn all
the common French
vocabulary. - Watch the
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table of contents of the
program to navigate. - See a
list of the exercises included
in the program. - To view
the main screen. - To view
the detailed screen. - To be
able to repeat the audio
lessons. - To be able to
replay the audio files. - To
be able to see the
definitions and translations.
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- To be able to learn the
pronunciation of the words.
- To be able to see

What's New in the?

ChanneMate allows you to
learn, practice and improve
your French vocabulary.
The program allows you to
extract audio recordings and
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convert them into MP3
format, which you can use
on your MP3 player for
continuous learning in your
car, at home, or at work.
You can learn ready-to-use
phrases rather than separate
words. Also you can listen
to a word, a phrase or a
whole text as many times as
you need to understand or to
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remember it. Each French
word and phrase has a
description, translation and
pronunciation that allows
you to understand the
different nuance of the
language. It also includes
full English translation and
native speaker
pronunciation. So learning
French language with our
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Easy-to-Learn French
course gives you the
possibility to practice
essential communicative
phrases in reading, listening
and repeating after the
speaker The program allows
you to extract audio
recordings and convert them
into MP3 format, which you
can use on your MP3 player
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for continuous learning in
your car, at home, or at
work. You can learn ready-
to-use phrases rather than
separate words. Also you
can listen to a word, a
phrase or a whole text as
many times as you need to
understand or to remember
it. Each French word and
phrase has a description,
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translation and
pronunciation that allows
you to understand the
different nuance of the
language. It also includes
full English translation and
native speaker
pronunciation. So learning
French language with our
Easy-to-Learn French
course gives you the
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possibility to practice
essential communicative
phrases in reading, listening
and repeating after the
speaker ChanneMate allows
you to learn, practice and
improve your French
vocabulary. The program
allows you to extract audio
recordings and convert them
into MP3 format, which you
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can use on your MP3 player
for continuous learning in
your car, at home, or at
work. You can learn ready-
to-use phrases rather than
separate words. Also you
can listen to a word, a
phrase or a whole text as
many times as you need to
understand or to remember
it. Each French word and
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phrase has a description,
translation and
pronunciation that allows
you to understand the
different nuance of the
language. It also includes
full English translation and
native speaker
pronunciation. So learning
French language with our
Easy-to-Learn French
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course gives you the
possibility to practice
essential communicative
phrases in reading, listening
and repeating after the
speaker The program allows
you to extract audio
recordings and convert them
into MP3 format, which you
can use on your MP3 player
for continuous learning in
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your car, at home, or at
work. You can learn ready-
to-use phrases rather than
separate words. Also you
can listen to a word, a
phrase or a whole text as
many times as you need to
understand or to remember
it. Each French word and
phrase has a description,
translation and
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pronunciation that allows
you to understand the
different nuance of the
language. It also includes
full English translation and
native speaker
pronunciation. So
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System Requirements For Easy-to-Learn French Phrases:

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980
AMD Radeon HD 7870 OS:
Windows 7 64 bit (10.0) or
later Processor: Intel Core
i5-2400 @ 2.5GHz or AMD
equivalent Memory: 8 GB
RAM HDD: 100 MB
available space VIDEO:
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NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980
or AMD Radeon HD 7870
with 2GB of VRAM
DirectX: 11 or later
Network: Broadband
Internet connection
Controller: -- Xbox 360
Controller (tested) or
DualShock 3
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